Canadian Aviation Conference & Tradeshow 2021
November 16 - 18, 2021
Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal, QC
Sept. 7, 2021. ATAC is happy to confirm that this year’s annual conference will be held as
scheduled on November 16 to 18 in Montreal. Our tradeshow is almost sold out and
registrations are keeping pace with past years.
The conference will be operated in full compliance with Quebec COVID-19 restrictions and
as such all participants will be required to have been fully vaccinated and will be required
to provide such proof. Social distancing and masks will be required unless provincial
restrictions are eased by the time of the conference. Other restrictions will force the
conference organizers to be creative in making sure that conference networking, be it in
the tradeshow room or elsewhere in the conference venue, remains dynamic. Social
distancing of one meter is the current requirement, subject to change, in all conference
activities and will be enforced but is certainly manageable. Committee meetings will be
held while respecting all health protocols.
At this point, restrictions do not allow the typical cocktail gatherings or buffet style meals in
the tradeshow room, but we trust that participants will appreciate the efforts made by
organizers to work within these imposed limitations. The conference agenda will be
modified to facilitate ample tradeshow room client networking within these parameters.
A revised agenda will be posted shortly.
Public health restrictions in place at the time of the conference will be sent to all registered
participants and exhibitors one month prior to the event.
Should you have any questions concerning this notice, please contact us at atac@atac.ca.
If you haven’t registered yet, please do so as soon as possible, keeping in mind that the
Early-Bird Special ends on September 20. Also, booking your room at the Fairmont Queen
Elizabeth Hotel early will help the association meet its contractual obligations with that
venue.
We look forward to seeing you in Montreal in November.
Sincerely,
John McKenna
President & Chief Executive Officer
Président et chef de la direction
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